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In 1888, A. M. Basset ``A Treatise on Hydrodynamics,'' Deighton, Bell and Co.,
.Cambridge, 1888 gave a formal argument to show that slow modes of decay do not
exist for the free surface and velocity field of a linearized, two dimensional, viscous,
finite-depth ocean with small viscosity. His dispersion relation for waves of the
i k xqv t  2 .form e was v f O k . His argument did not apply to very small wave-
 .lengths large k which are important to consider since nonlinear effects can cause
small wavelengths to focus and form singularities. In Lamb's book on hydrodynam-
ics, there is a formal argument which shows that slow modes of decay exist for
small wavelengths on the free surface of a linearized, two dimensional, viscous
ocean of infinite depth if surface tension is neglected. There, Lamb showed that
 .v f O 1rk . The lack of boundary conditions on a fixed bottom makes the analysis
somewhat easier than for the finite depth case. Lamb's analysis, as well as Basset's,
relies on physical intuition rather than careful mathematical analysis}the small-
ness of certain quantities is assumed before the dispersion relation is derived.
More importantly, both Basset and Lamb rely on a particular decomposition we
.will be specific below of the stream function which becomes degenerate in the
small wavelength limit. They obtain dispersion relations by setting to zero a
determinant, but the zeros of that determinant do not all correspond to physically
nontrivial pressures or velocities. Some zeros merely reflect the degeneracy of the
decomposition they used. The purpose of this article is to warn others of this
pitfall, while pointing out a simple direct method of calculation which avoids it.
Our approach applies equally well to the cases of finite or infinite depth, with or
without surface tension. In addition, our method yields a complete asymptotic
expansion for the dispersion relation for small wavelengths. In order to obtain a
complete expansion from other methods, one would have to decide at which point
in the expansion small terms that were dropped would need to be reinserted, etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we derive a complete asymptotic expansion for the
dispersion relation at small wavelengths for the free surface and velocity
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field of a linearized, two dimensional, viscous, finite-depth ocean if the
effect of surface tension is neglected. The primary consequence is that
slow modes of decay exist for small wavelengths.
We let x, y be the coordinate directions in the physical domain for a two
dimensional viscous fluid with y being the vertical component. The fluid is
bounded below by a constant bottom, y s yh. The fluid is bounded above
by a free surface S . We assume the initial free surface can be written asF
 .y s h x, 0 . The atmosphere above is assumed to be at some constant
 .pressure p . The velocity field of the fluid is u s u, ¨ corresponding to0
the x, y directions. We use the summation convention.
The nonlinear system governing the fluid is
u y nDu q u ? = u q =p s 0 in yh - y - h x , t N1 4 .  .  .t
= ? u s 0 in yh - y - h x , t N2 4 .  .
u s 0 on y s yh N3 .
pn y 2n u n y n u q ¨ n s ghn on S N4 .  .1 x 1 y x 2 1 F
pn y n ¨ q u n y 2n ¨ n s ghn on S N5 .  .2 x y 1 y 2 2 F
h s ¨ y ­ hu on S N6 .t x F
u 0 s u , h x , 0 s h at t s 0, N7 .  .  .0 0
 .  .where y s h x, t is the free surface S , n s n , n is the outwardF 1 2
normal to S , and p is the correction to hydrostatic pressure i.e., actualF
 ..pressure s p y gy q p x, y, t . The equations above are nondimensional-0
ized.
 .  .Equations N1 and N2 describe the conservation of linear momentum
 .and mass, respectively. Equation N3 represents the usual boundary
condition for a viscous fluid at a fixed boundary. For an inviscid fluid,
.  .  .u ? n s 0. Equations N4 and N5 represent the continuity of the normal
 w x .stress on S . See 1, 5, 8 . If the effect of surface tension is included, aF
term of the form
y1r22< <T 1 q =h ? =h n . 5 1
 .would be added to the right hand side of N4 where T is a constant
  ..  .similarly for N5 . Equation N6 is the kinematic boundary condition
which states that fluid particles do not cross the free surface, S . TheF
initial conditions, which satisfy the necessary compatibility conditions e.g.,
.  .= ? u s 0, etc. , are described by N7 .0
Below, we consider a linearized two dimensional ocean of finite depth
whose free surface is described by y s h and whose velocity field is
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 .u s u, ¨ . We will compute a complete expansion for the dispersion
relation for waves of the form eik xqv t on the free surface with u s
 . i k xqv tF y e . The dispersion relation is the relation between v and k.
The main consequence of our expansion is that the decay rates for u and
h are fast for small wavelengths only when the effect of surface tension is
included. This is relevant because it is suspected that the nonlinear effects
in the Navier]Stokes equations may cause small wavelengths to focus and
form singularities. When there is fast decay for small wavelengths, then the
linear effects will tend to damp out the wave motion, supressing the
formation of singularities. However, when there are slow modes of decay
for small wavelengths, the nonlinear effects may well cause the develop-
ment of singularities.
Several calculations related to those we present below can be found in
w x w x w xBasset 1 , Lamb 5, articles 349 and 350 , Lighthill 6 , Wehausen and
w x w xLiatone 7, Sect. 25 , and Greenlee 3, 4 .
w xIn 2 , Beale and Nishida have shown that for the three dimensional
1 2 .nonlinear system with surface tension, horizontal bottom, and h g L R ,0
y1r2 2 2 . y1h decays like t in L R and the velocity field, u, decays like t in
2  .L S - y - S . The estimates hold for the linearization around equilib-B F
rium as well as for the full nonlinear problem and cannot be improved.
Under appropriate hypotheses on the initial data, singularities do not form
in this case. In light of the two dimensional results in this paper, one might
expect that, for the three dimensional system without surface tension,
disturbances would decay less rapidly, leaving more room for the possible
formation of singularities.
II. THE FINITE-DEPTH, VISCOUS OCEAN
 .  .For a viscous fluid with finite depth h, N1 ] N6 , linearized around
equilibrium, become
p ¦
u s y= q nDu 1 .t  / ¥r on y - 0
2 .§u q ¨ s 0x y
u s 0 on y s yh 3 .5¨ s 0
u q ¨ s 0¦y x 4 .p ¥y 2n ¨ y gh s 0 5 .on y s 0.yr
6 .§h s ¨t
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Basset and Lamb represented u in terms of a stream function
cy
u s 7 .ycx
 .so that, as a consequence of 1 ,
­ y nD Dc s 0. .t
They decomposed c as
c s c q c ,1 2
where
Dc s 0 and ­ y nD c s 0, 8 .  .1 t 2
and went on to seek solutions of the form
c s f y eik xqv t .1 1
c s f y eik xqv t .2 2
p s g y eik xqv t .
h s h eik xqv t .0
c and c are found to be sums of hyperbolic sines and cosines, and Eqs.1 2
 .  .3 ] 6 give rise to a 4 = 4 system of linear equations for 4 unknown
 .constants. The dispersion relation for v k is then obtained by setting the
resulting determinant equal to zero.
 .It is Eq. 7 above that we take exception to. The problem is that the
decomposition degenerates as v ª 0, making it inappropriate for studying
exactly those issues which involve slow modes of decay. In particular, it is
possible to check that Basset's determinant has a zero which corresponds
 .to the solutions v k s 0 and c s yc . That is, the nontrivial solution1 2
to the linear system corresponds to a trivial solution, c s c q c of the1 2
original physical system. The behavior of the determinant for small v is an
artifact of the decomposition, rather than a reflection of the physical
properties of the system.
We avoid this issue in our analysis below by expressing all our variables
in terms of the pressure. A nontrivial variation in the pressure assures us
 .  .that we have a nontrivial solution to Eqs. 1 ] 6 . We shall also seek
solutions of the form
u s u , u .1 2
u x , y , t s u y eik xqv t .  .1 1
u x , y , t s u y eik xqv t .  .2 2
p x , y , t s p y eik xqv t .  .
h s h eik xqv t .0
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 .  .Equations 1 ] 2 become
yikp
2 2yn­ q v q n k u s 9 .  . .y 1 r
y­ py2 2yn­ q v q n k u s 10 .  . .y 2 r
iku q ­ u s 0. 11 .1 y 2
 .It follows from 11 that
yn­ 2 q v q n k 2 ik u q ­ u s 0 .  . .y 1 y 2
 .  .so that multiplying 9 by ik, differentiating 10 with respect to y, and
adding gives
­ 2 y k 2 p s 0. .y
If a nontrivial solution p exists, we may normalize it to have the form
p s ek yqh. q P ek yyh. . 12 .0
 .  .  .Inserting 12 into 9 and 10 , and adopting the notations
v
a s k 1 q( 2n k
e s e b  yqh.b
yields the following expressions for u and u :1 2
ik
u s A e q B e y e q P e 13 .  .1 1 a 1 ya k 0 ykrv
k
u s A e q B e y e y P e . 14 .  .2 2 a 2 ya k 0 ykrv
 .  .  .Inserting 13 and 14 into 11 , which holds for all y, yields four
equations for the constant A , A , B , B , and P ; as the coefficients of1 2 1 2 0
the independent functions e , e , e , and e which appear on the righta ya k yk
 .hand side of 11 must all vanish. Two of the equations are tautologies,
 .having been implied already by 12 . The other two give
ia
A s A1 2k
yia
B s B1 2k
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 .while the boundary conditions 3 give
ia ik
A y B s 1 q P .  .2 2 0k rv
k
A q B s 1 y P .2 2 0rv
or
k
A s k q a q k y a P 15 .  .  .2 02arv
yk
B s k y a q k q a P 16 .  .  .2 02arv
so that all fields can be expressed in terms of P . On the free surface,0
 .y s 0, 4 gives
a 2 q k 2 2k 2
a h ya h k h yk hA e q B e y e y P e s 0. .  .2 2 0 /k rv
 .  .Making use of 15 and 16 , we obtain a formula for P0
k h 2 2 a h ya h2 e y a rk q 1 1r2a k q a e y k y a e .  .  . .
P s 17 .0 yk h 2 2 a h ya h2 e q a rk q 1 1r2a k y a e y k q a e .  .  . .
so that, up to exponentially small terms
4a k 2 a q k
kya .h yk hP ; e q q O e . 18 .  .0 2 2  /a y ka q k k y a .  .
 .Two additional constraints on the free surface remain. Equation 6
 .gives h in terms of u and hence in terms of a , k, and h. Equation 52
becomes
k h yk h 2e q P e k0 a h ya h k h yk h0 s y 2n A a e y B a e y e q P e .2 2 0r rv
g k
a h ya h k h yk hy A e y B e y e y P e . .2 2 0v rv
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 .  .  .If we make the substitutions indicated in 15 , 16 , and 17 , and then use
 .the asymptotics in 18 , we find, after some calculation, that
gk 4a k 3n 2 gk 3
2 yk h0 s v q 2n k q y y q O e . 19 .  .2 2 2 2v a q k v a q k .
We wish to investigate slow decay for small wavelengths; this means that
k is large and v is small. We need consider only the case k ) 0 as the
equation is invariant with respect to the transformation k ¬ yk and
u ¬ yu .2 2
Under these hypothesis, we note that
v v 2
a s k q q O 3 /2n k k
20 .
1 1 v v 2
s y q O2 2 2 4 6 /a q k 2k 4n k k
 .so that 19 becomes
g g v 2
0 s v 1 y q q O ,2 3 2 /  /2n k4n k k
or,
2yg 1
2v s q O v q . 21 . / /2n k k
A more rigorous mathematical argument would introduce the variable
 .  .z s 1rk and let G z, v denote the right hand side of 19 . The calcula-
tion above verifies that
g
2 2G z , v s z q v q O v q z .  .
2n
so that we may apply the implicit function theorem in a neighborhood of
 .  .v, z s 0, 0 .
 .It is worth remarking that 20 is independent of the depth of the fluid.
Thus slow decay occurs in an ocean of an infinite depth as well. This is
consistent with Lamb's result for an infinite depth ocean without surface
tension.
 . 2If surface tension is included, g is replaced by g q Trr k . The
 .previous analysis remains similar and 21 is replaced by
yT
v s k q O 1 22 .  .
2nr
so that there is no slow decay in this case.
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Finally we remark that we may calculate the dispersion relation to
 .higher order by simply carrying out the expansion of a in 20 to higher
 .order and using 19 , or equivalently computing higher order derivatives of
 .G at 0, 0 .
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